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I.ly the entire description of the

answer the following
sed on the material contained in
signment. Turn in the
e beginning of the laboratory period prior

L Describe the principle on w ich the operation of a D'Arsonal-type galvanometer
is based.

2. A galvanometer has (a) a meter deflection proportional to the current in the
galvanometer, (b) a meter deflection proportional to the voltage across the galvanometer, ( e ) a fxed resistance, or (d) all of the above are true.

3. The galvanometer constant K is (a) t e current for full scale deflection (units A),
(b) the cument for deflection of one ale division (units Mdiv), (e) the total current times the number of scale divisions (units A div), or (d) the reciprocal of the
galvanometer resistance Rg (units LIA).

Rg and K, when the shunt resistor R, is
in parallel with the galvanometer, what happens to galvanometer deflection, and why does it happen?

4. In the procedure for determination of

5. To construct a voltmeter of a given full-scale deflection from a galvanometer, the
appropriate resistance must be placed i.n (a) series or (b) parallel with the galvanometer.
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6. To construct an ammeter of a gi. n full-scale de ection from a
the appropriate resistance must
galvanometer.
7. A galvanometer has Rg =
has five divisions for a
is needed, and how must it be co
meter of 20.0 V full scale? Show y

alvanorneter to form a volt-

at value of resistance is needed, and how must it be connected to form the
galvanometer of question 7 into an ammeter of 2.50 A full scale? Show your
work.

9. To measure voltage, a voltmeter is placed in a circuit in (a) series or (b) parallel.

The resistance of an ideal voltmeter is
10. To measure the current an ammeter is placed in a circuit in (a)series or (b)parallel. The resistance of an ideal ammeter is

e presence of electrical current. In
th several circuits containing a galthis laboratory, mea
vaglorneter will be us
follommng objectives:
Determination sf the internal resistance of the galvanometer Rg
2, Determination of the current sensitivity of the galvanometer K
3. 'kransforrnation
eter into a voltmeter of given fullscale deflection
ropriate value of resistance in series
with the galva
4. Transformation of the galvanometer into an ammeter of given fullscale deflection by placing the appropriate value of resistance in parallel with the galvanometer
5. Comparison of .the accuracy of the voltmeter m d ammeter construcked
from the galvanometer wit
ammeter

A galvanometer is a

l
,

Direct-current power: s
2. Galvanometer (D'Arso

capable of at least 3 V)
e from Central

4. A resistor of ap
or else a resistance
value of this resist0
5. Direct-current volt
Direct current am
Spool of #28 copper wire (one for the class)
Assorted leads

ased on the fact
field will experience a torque
against a spring, and the
nal to the current in the gal-
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vmometer. Since the coil has a fixed resistance Rg, the deflection of the pointer will
also be proportional to the voltage across the termina s of the galvanometer.
fore, a galvanometer can be calibrated to serve as either a voltmeter or an ammeter.
A galvanometer is characterized by its resistance Rgand a constant K called the
of current nee
ent sensitivity." This c
alvanometer one scal
ent are taken t
of Rgand R for the galvanom
f measuremen
They will be determined e
ammeter as described in the
values of resistance in seri
folliowing procedure.

ct the galvanometer, power s
1. As &own in Figure 331.1 c
then connect the voltmeter
resistance box in series,
power supply. Set the resistance box R1to a value of 2500 R and adjust the power
supply voltage carefully until the galvanometer deflects full scale. Record the
voltmeter reading as V and the number of large divisions into which the scale is
divided as N in Data Table 1.
2. A resistor connected in parallel with a device is referred to as a shunt resistor
because it diverts part of the current that was originally going through the device.
Use a composition resistor whose value is approximately 330 fl as a shunt resistor. Using the ohmmeter, measure an accurate value for this shunt resistor R,
and record it in Data Table 1. Leaving the power supply voltage set exactly as
above, connect the shunt resistor in parallel with the galvanometer as shown in
Figure 31.2. The deflection of the galvanometer will now be less than full scale.

.I Original Circuit.
3. Still leaving the power sup
from its present value to
vanometer to again deflect full scale. Make
fully so that the galvano
abrupt decrease in the v
through the galvanometer to cause per
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Original Circuit pius shunt.

1 scale. A very large

Record the value oft
R2 in Data Table 1.

ox setting that gives a full scale deflection as

4. ?'urn the power supply to zero an remove the shunt resistor. The circuit is again
ect a value of 3 00 fl for R1, the resistance box, a d
rd the value of V needed to produce
ame shunt resistor R, of 330 a. Deter11-scale deflection with the shunt
shunt resistor. Set the resistance
3, recording the values
of V and R2 in Data Table I.

6

circuits in Figure 31.1 and Fi e 31.2, when the
the galvanometer is at full-scale deflection in
t the resistance of the galvanometer Rg is given by

Using equation 1,calculate the three values of Rg determined by the three k i d s
and stan ard error CYteg for these
in Data Table 1. Also, calculate th
ean
measurements. Record all calculat
lues in Calculations Table 1.
he constant K is defined as the current needed to produce a deflection of one
and the deflection i the above procedure was N scale divisions.
lied to the circuit of iglare 31.1 leads to the following:

Using equation 2 ,
values of V and R1i
Table I. For each c
R1 being used to c
for the three value

he galvanometer current sensitivity) from the
the calculated values of Rg in Calculations
the value of Rg determined from the V and
so, calculate the mean E a n d standard error a~
1 calculated quantities in Calculations %He 1.

The galvanometer deflects full scale for a value of current given by 1, = K N . The
nometer terminals that pro uees a full-scale
voltage TJg across the
. If it is desired to msasur
larger voltage
=
given by V, = .I&
Rv in series with the galvanom r so that most of the
necessary to place a
re& across the galvanometer.
re 31.3 illustrates
voltage is across Rv
and 2 in Figure 31.3 results in a
is idea. If a vo
series combination of Rv and the
current in the g
ords, the
-scale voltage VFS. In
alvanom.eterwi
kional to the voltage b
erminals
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2, with the gn terminals l a

hen the voltage
TT

Combination sf Galvanometer and Series Resistor form aVoltrneter.

Solving equation 3 for Rv lea

lowing expression:

e value of Rv need

uation 4 can be used to so

to turn a galvanometer

res a maximum voltPlacing those values in equation 4 and solving, gives
4,900-0 resistor in series with the galvanometer will
31.3, a voltmeter that reads 25.0 V at
alvansmeter scale, the
a voltmelter is used to
e original circuit because
eter is a minimum, then
Since a voltmeter Is
the resistance of the
he voltmeter. In fact,
the ideal voktmeter would have an inffinite resistance.

'Using equation 4,
a voltmeter that
culation, use the mean
value of RIi in Data Table 2.

to turn your galvanometer into
0 V (VFS = 5.00 V). In this calleulalions Table 1. Record this

2. Connect one si
e galvanometer
value of Rv.Connect one en

ter* Connect one end of a

e experimental voltmeter with the stan
allel across the out
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the resistance box set to the
e of the galvanomehe resistance box.
ltmeter that reads
experimental voltd voltmeter by connecting
as shown in Figure 31.4.

Power Supply

H

Experimental

Voltmeter

Li

Voltmeter

H

kJ

xperimentai and standar vokmetsr in parallel with power supply.

nti1 the everimentacal uoltrneter reads e
standard voltmeter at this point.
and 5.00 V as read om the experi
results in Data Table 2.
4. Following steps 1through 3, c
of 10.8-V full-scale de
standard voltmeter at 2.00,4
Data Table 2.

d a t e the vdue of Rv needed to make a voltmeter
nstruct such a voltmeter and compare it to the
0 , 8.00, and 10.00 V. Record all the results in

, construct a voltmeter that reads 1.5.0 V at full
the same proce
standard voltmeter at 3.00, 6.00, 9.00, 12.0, and
compare i.t wi
15.0 V. Record the results in Data Table 2.
6. Calculate the percentage error of the experimental voltmeter readings compared

to the standard voltmeter and record the results in Calculations Table 2.

As previously describe
eflects full scale when the current is
Ig = KN. If it is desired to measure a current larger than Ig, it is necessary to place
a small shunt resistance RA in parallel with the galvanometer to divert part of
the current away from
galvanometer as show
Figure 31.5. The current I
comes in at terminal 1
divides at the junction
current in the gdvanomeunt
resistor,
where
1 = Ig + dA. Since Rg and
ter is I,, and IAis the c
RA are in parallel, the
vol.tage across them, or in equation form,
18,=
Gombini
uations leads to

vanorneter and shunt resistor in paralie! for
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In order for the combination in
31.5 to act as an ammeter of a given full-scale
when Ig = MV. Making these assumptions
deflection IFs, it is necessary that I = IFS
in the above equation gives

PFSRA= m
(
R
A4- Rg)
Solving equation 6 for RA leads to the following equation:

Equation 7 can be used to calculate t e value of the resistor RAnee ed to cause the
meter whose full-scale curbination shown in Figure 31.5 to
into a circuit in
Because an ammeter must be conne
original circuit as little as possible whe
has as low a resi
ideal ammeter therefore has zero resistance.

s, i t will alter the
e as possible. 'P'he

PROCEDURE-GALVANOMETER INTO AN AMMETER
I. Using equation 7, calculate the value ofRAneeded to turn your galvanometer into
an ammeter that reads 1.00 A at full scale. For values of Rgand K, use the mean
value in Calculations Table 1.Record the value of RA in Data Table 3.
2. Number 28 copper wire has a resistance of 0.00213Wcm. Calculate the length of
#28 copper wire needed to have a resistance equal to RA. Record that value in
Data Table 3.

3. Cut a piece of #28 copper wire a few centimeters longer than the length calculated
in step 2. If the wire being used has an insulating coating, cut it away a few centimeters on each end of the wire. Attach the wire between the posts of the gdvanometer in such a way that the length of wire between where one end touches
one post and the other end touches the other post is equal to the length calculated
in step 2. At the same time that the wire is attached between the posts, attach a
short lead to each galvanometer post as shown in Figure 31.6. The two loose ends
of the two leads are now an ammeter that reads 1.00 A at full scale. Refer to it as
the experimental ammeter.

Figure 3 1.6 Galvanometer with #28 copper wire shunt resistor.
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3. After making sure that the power supply is turned completely to zero, place the
experimental ammeter in series with a standard ammeter and with the power
supply. Very slowly turn the supply up until the experimental ammeter reads
0.200 A. Record the reading of the standard ammeter in Data Table 3. Continue
this process, comparing the experiments
meter to the standard ammeter at
8.400, 0.600, 0.800, and 1.000 A.
4. Calculate the percentage errors of the experimental ammetes readings compared
ammeter and record the results in Calculations %He 3.
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Data Table 1

Calculations Table 1
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Data Table 2
VFs

Experimental V

= 5.08 V

a

RT' =

Standard V

1.00 V

V
,

I

1

VFS = 15.00 V
&r

=

0

Experimental V
Standarcl V

2.00 V

4.00 V

5.00 V

V

V

a/-

9.08 V

12.0 V

15.0 V

V

V

V

3.00 V
-

--

V

--

Percentage Errolr of I3

Percentage E m r af Experiment
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e precision of your measurements
ercentage of the mean.

2. h e the abso ute difierenees between each o f t
erirnental voltmeters
and the standard voltmeter a roximadely sf the same order of m a s i t u

3. h e the percentage errors of the t ree experianental voltmeters approximately
constant?

4. Consider the 5-Vex
eter: Does it ten
as compared do the standard voltmeter?

5. Presumably a change in t
experimental voltmeter
larger or smaller resistance and why?

too high or too low

Rv need to be a
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olute diff'erences
d ammeter readi

e the percentage errors of
stant?

erimenlal ammeter approximately con-

. Does the experimental ammeter ten

igh or too low?

9. Presumably, by a change in e value of RA, the expelrimermtal voltmeter cod
be made to show better agreement with the standard ammeter. Does RA need to
be a larger or smaller resistance to accomplish this and why?

It is stated in th

oratory instruetiom t

e 31.2 let the current in Rs be call
ese circuits, derive the expression pven a

3
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V is applied to
.eels fu11 scale in
ircuits. In Figation of Ohm's ]law to

